Release Notes for 9/13/2016 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release (WISEid Core Apps
Sprint 117)
Feature Title
WISEid: Hotfix Make uploads in process work when switching
system years

WISEid: Bug  Local Person ID Exists in Current Agency 
Update Message & Fix Matching Logic

Notes
We fixed issue where changes DPI
made in system years it would cause
problems for WISEid uploads in queue.
Local Person IDs were being forced to
be unique for both staff and student
together combined This was incorrect
and was fixed. They only need to be
unique inside their type (Staff,
Student). Added an error message that
includes the WISEid of the person the
records is in conflict with “Local Person
ID exists in current agency associated to
WISEid ##########”.

WISEid / Staff: Allow Data Entry Roles to Delete Only Local
Person ID Association to District
STAFF: Update Manage Position Area with new Position Area
Update button broken
STAFF: Upload Audit 1516 results

STAFF: Provide query of unmerged reactivate persons with
assignments and contracts

WISEid: Add job to reactivate active WSLS WSNs

STAFF: Create admin UI for dynamic assignment questions

Nonread only user roles can delete
the last Local Person ID for a person.
Fixed issue for DPI admin setting up
1617 Assignment position and areas.
Uploaded audit results for 1516 so
that final 1516 reporting can conclude.
Found issues when unmerging and
merging persons where old
assignments and contracts were
restored. Verified each case and
corrected WISEstaff data where
necessary.
Some persons in WSLS who once
deactivated because they had no real
enrollment later came back as real
students and our nightly data transfer
jobs were not reactivating them in
WISEid. We have fixed this issue.
WISEstaff dynamic questions for
assignments now have UI and logic is
locked to the UI where possible.
Should reduce potential for bugs and
speed up system setup.

STAFF: Change message 4034 to Warning (Can't Be Worked
on in SY2016)

Error message 4034 “Person has
assignment(s) requiring an educator
license but has no ELO Entity ID.” is
now a warning rather than an error.

